12"-24" HDPE WATERTIGHT CONNECTION USING A BOOT (CORED HOLE OR PRECAST) W/ NYLOPLAST MANHOLE ADAPTER

PIPE SIZE | ADAPTER OD | PRESS SEAL® SYSTEMS | KOR-N-SEAL® | ADS PRODUCT CODES |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
12" (300mm) | 12.5" (317.5mm) | 1268AG | 16M | CAS 802 | S106-16AWP | N/A |
15" (375mm) | 15.3" (388.6mm) | 1568AG | 18M OR 20Y | CAS 802 | S106-20BWS | N/A |
18" (450mm) | 18.7" (475.0mm) | 1868AG | 22M | CAS 802 | S206-24A | S306-22 |
24" (600mm) | 24.8" (629.9mm) | 2468AG | 28A | CAS 802 | S206-28 | S306-28 |

NOTES:
PERFORMANCE HIGHLY DEPENDENT ON INSTALLATION. CONTRACTOR MUST ENSURE MANHOLE GASKET IS UNIFORMLY SEATED AROUND STRUCTURE ADAPTER. EXTRA PRECAUTIONS MUST BE TAKEN TO PREVENT DIFFERENTIAL SETTLEMENT BETWEEN THE PIPE AND MANHOLE.

SEE STANDARD DETAIL STD-201 AND TECHNICAL NOTE: 5.04 HDPE CONNECTIONS TO MANHOLES AND STRUCTURES FOR INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATIONS.